This paper discusses balanced realization and model order reduction for both continuoustime and discrete-time general nonlinear systems based on singular value analysis of the corresponding Hankel operators. Singular value analysis clarifies the gain structure of a given nonlinear operator. Here it is proved that singular value analysis of smooth Hankel operators defined on Hilbert spaces can be characterized by simple equations in terms of their states. A balanced realization and model order reduction procedure is derived based on it, and several important properties such as stability, balanced form, Hankel norm, controllability and observability of the original system are preserved. The work improves the earlier results of [6] and then continues with new balancing and model reduction results.
Introduction
In the theory of stable linear systems, the system Hankel operator plays an important role in a number of problems. The relation with the state-space concept of balanced realizations, where the Hankel singular values are important is well understood nowadays, [32] , and is providing us a powerful tool for model reduction of linear control systems. In this paper we propose a framework for a general class of stable nonlinear systems where balanced realizations are directly related to the Hankel operator of the nonlinear system. This on its turn provides a tool for model reduction of the nonlinear system where properties as stability, the Hankel norm and the balanced form of the system are preserved. Our approach builds further upon the earlier developments in [6] .
A first nonlinear extension of the linear state-space concept of balanced realizations has been introduced in [24] , mainly based on studying the past input energy and the future output energy. Since then, many results on nonlinear state-space balancing, related minimality considerations, balancing near invariant manifolds, computational issues for model reduction, flow balancing, trajectory piecewise linear balancing and empirical balancing for nonlinear systems have appeared in the literature, e.g. [10, 11, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 21, 23, 25, 28, 30, 31, 27] .
In our earlier work, the relation of the state-space notion of balancing for finite dimensional, continuous time, input affine nonlinear systems with the nonlinear Hankel operator has been considered, see e.g. [10, 26, 25] . In particular, the singular value functions of [24] , which can be viewed as a nonlinear state-space extension of the Hankel singular values in the linear case, can be related to nonlinear Hankel theory, [4, 6] . However, for obtaining the latter relation, a new characterization of (Hankel) singular value functions for nonlinear systems was proposed in [6] , resulting in the definition of the so-called axis singular value functions. These functions have a close relationship to the gain structure of the Hankel operator, and are characterized by singular value analysis, [3] , of the Hankel operator. Although the axis singular value functions are defined without a direct relationship with the state-space notion of singular value functions of [24] , it was shown that they coincide at the coordinate axes when the system has a special statespace realization, hence the name axis singular value functions. In [5, 6] , this special state-space realization was adopted and characterizes a nonlinear input-normal/output-diagonal realization. However, the latter realization only has a balance between the coordinate axes of the state-space, whereas the balanced realization of a linear system also balances the relationship between the input-to-state behavior and the state-to-output behavior. From a realization and numerical point of view related to singular value decomposition, the latter property for linear systems is quite important, [1] .
A first objective of this paper is to generalize the main results of [6] to a larger class of nonlinear systems, as well as to provide a shorter and more elegant proof. With this, we establish a nonlinear singular value analysis directly related to the Hankel operator of finite and infinite dimensional, continuous and discrete time nonlinear systems. The proof is based upon nonlinear operators for this large class of nonlinear systems. The corresponding result of [6] is only valid for finite dimensional, continuous time systems, and the proof is, though constructive, very long. The use of general nonlinear operators offers the possibility to shorten the proof and make it more insightful.
A second objective of this paper is to provide a truly balanced realization for nonlinear finite dimensional continuous and discrete time systems, that offers a tool for model order reduction along the lines of the methods for linear systems. The starting point is the input-normal/output diagonal realization that can be obtained almost immediately from the extended result mentioned above, but now restricted to finite dimensional nonlinear systems. From there, nonlinear balanced realizations are proposed. They provide a balance of the complete part of the state space that we consider, as opposed to only providing a balance among the coordinate axes as in [6] . The balancing method is applicable to discrete time systems as well. Furthermore, the method offers a tool for model reduction proposed in this paper, along similar lines as linear balanced model order reduction methods. It is shown that properties such as balanced form, axis singular value functions, stability, and the Hankel norm are preserved for the reduced order model obtained via the proposed model reduction procedures.
As mentioned above, we also propose balancing and order reduction methods for discrete time nonlinear systems in this paper. So far, within our nonlinear balancing framework started in [24] for continuous time input affine systems, only characterizations and computations of the controllability and observability functions of discrete-time nonlinear systems have been reported in [17] . Typical nonlinear discrete-time systems are not input-affine and the earlier results of [6] for continuous-time input-affine systems are not directly applicable to discrete-time systems. Since the proposed approach of our current paper builds on nonlinear operators in stead of state space realizations, our new approach is also valid for discrete time systems.
Our results basically built further on our earlier work in [24] , and [6] . This means that our approach is valid in a neighborhood of an equilibrium point, and depending on the system, the neighborhood can be large or small. Other methods, such as originally presented in [28] , and further developed in [30, 31, 27] for continuous time systems, and in [29] for discrete time systems, are based on the flows of a system. These methods consider linearization around trajectories, and use sliding time windows for the calculation of the reachability and observability Gramians. Then a return to the original nonlinear system is only possible for a limited class of systems. However, more generally, reachability and controllability Gramians in the sliding time window setting can be calculated approximately for the whole state space, thus yielding the basis for a balancing procedure of a large part of the state space. Nevertheless, relations with minimality and the Hankel operator are less clear than in our approach, among others due to the approximation step in the flow balancing procedures. See [28, 30, 31, 27] for the details. Furthermore, in [14] an approach based on the balancing method of [24] with polynomial approximations is treated by applying a balancing procedure to the different degrees of the polynomials separately. Also here relations with minimality and the Hankel operator are less clear, with one of the reasons the approximation step in the procedure.
Model order reduction based on balancing is a method based on singular value decompositions. However, there is also quite a bit of research effort in model order reduction methods based on Krylov methods and moment matching because of their computational advantages. See [1] for an overview for linear systems. Recently, a first extension of moment matching to the nonlinear case was obtained by [2] . Combinations with and relations to balancing are not yet developed.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 treats preliminaries and the problem setting. The linear systems case and the results of [6] are reviewed, and a nonlinear operator setting for Hankel analysis is introduced. Section 3 provides a singular value analysis of the Hankel operator, including an extension of a main result from [6] to general, finite/infinite dimensional, continuous/discrete-time systems. It also provides a new elegant proof for the finite dimensional continuous time result of [6] . This result is then used to determine balanced realizations for finite dimensional continuous and discrete time nonlinear systems in Section 4. The developments of Section 4 are then used in Section 5 as a tool for model reduction based on the balanced realizations for both continuous and discrete time systems. It is shown that for continuous-time systems balanced truncation is a suitable method for preserving certain balanced realization properties. However, for discrete time systems, balanced truncation does not preserve these balancing properties, hence other order reduction strategies are considered. It is shown that order reduction based on singular perturbations analysis of the balanced realization does preserve the desired balanced realization properties. Finally, in Section 6 we end with some conclusions.
Notation:
The mathematical notation used throughout is fairly standard. If x ∈ R n , the norm is given as ∥x∥ = (
Note that the type of norm is given by the space of the signal. The symbols R and Z denote the set of real numbers and the set of integers, respectively. Further, the half subsets of them are defined by
respectively. A condition about 0 means that this conditions holds for a neighborhood of 0. Finally, x(±∞) is an abbreviation for lim t→±∞ x(t). Throughout this paper by smooth we generally mean C ∞ , unless stated otherwise.
Preliminaries and problem setting
This section refers to the preliminary results on balanced realization for both linear and nonlinear systems, and explains the problem setting for singular value analysis of nonlinear Hankel operators, which is the basic framework for balancing and model reduction for nonlinear control systems.
Linear systems as a paradigm
Here, we briefly review linear balancing theory, see e.g. [32] . The presentation is such that the line of thinking in the nonlinear case is clarified. Consider a causal linear input-output system Σ :
where x(0) = 0. The corresponding Hankel operator is given by the composition of the observability and controllability operators H = O • C, where the observability and controllability operators,
The Hankel, controllability and observability operators are closely related to the observability and controllability Gramians, i.e., Q = O * • O and P = C • C * . Furthermore, from e.g. 
Further, using a similarity transformation (linear coordinate transformation), we can diagonalize both P and Q so that
This state-space realization is called a balanced realization. The system is balanced in two senses:
(i) P and Q are in a diagonal form, and
(ii) P = Q which means that the relationship between the input-to-state behavior and the stateto-output behavior is balanced.
The property (i) plays an central role in model reduction, and (ii) is important, since it corresponds to a singular value decomposition that has certain numerical properties, and since it is important for realization algorithms, e.g., Chapter 4, and Chapter 7, Section 7.3 and 7.4 of [1].
Hankel operators for nonlinear systems
In this paper, we consider a Hankel operator H : U → Y for a nonlinear system defined on Hilbert spaces U and Y . Here, as in the linear case, we suppose that H can be decomposed as
with the controllability operator C : U → X and the observability operator O : X → Y where C is surjective and X is also a Hilbert space. In the next examples we study H for particular dynamical systems. See [6] for the details.
The corresponding controllability operator C :
The Hankel operator is given by the composition (4) with
Example 2 Consider an ℓ 2 -stable finite dimensional discrete-time nonlinear system
t) .
Here we suppose that the x(t + 1) = f (x(t), u(t)) is invertible with respect to x(t). The corresponding controllability operator C : ℓ
At this moment, we do not restrict ourselves to one of the above classes of systems, even though the results in [4, 6] are limited to finite dimensional continuous-time time-invariant systems. Here, we study a much wider class of nonlinear systems including time-varying systems, input-non-affine systems, and discrete-time systems.
The controllability and observability functions L c : X → R + and L o : X → R + with respect to the Hankel operator H given in Equation (4) are defined by
If the pseudo-inverse
exists, then L c can be written as
In the linear case, we have the following relationship with the controllability and observability Gramians P and Q
For continuous-time input-affine nonlinear system of the form Σ :
it is proved that the controllability and observability functions L c (x) and L o (x) are characterized by the solutions of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation and a Lyapunov equation [24] .
where 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium ofẋ = −f − gg T (∂L c (x)/∂x) T in a neighborhood of the origin. Furthermore, if the system is linear as in Equation (1), and strict positivity of the solutions is assumed, then these partial differential equations reduce to the Lyapunov equations
for the Gramians P and Q as given in Equations (12) and (13).
Singular value analysis of Hankel operators
For deriving a balanced realization of a given nonlinear system we study the gain structure of the related Hankel operator H, i.e., we examine
Here we assume the existence of v max ∈ U . We add the constraint ∥u∥ = c > 0 because we are interested in the maximizing input for each input magnitude c.
Here we suppose that the Hankel operator H is (Fréchet) differentiable 1 . Since v max defined in Equation (17) is a critical point of (∥H(u)∥/∥u∥), u = v max needs to satisfy
Doing the derivation of the first equation in Equation (18), we obtain
On the other hand, differentiating the constraint in Equation (18) reduces to ⟨u, du⟩ = 0.
Hence we can rewrite the problem (18) into
Finally, we obtain an alternative formulation of (18) as follows.
1 Here the operator d(·) denotes the Fréchet derivative. Fréchet derivative df of a given function f : X → Y with Banach spaces X and Y satisfies
and df (x)(ξ) is linear in ξ. Equation (20) characterizes all critical inputs u as well as the maximizing input v max . Note that this equation does not contain the parameter c anymore. This means that the solutions to this equation will be parameterized by the parameter c implicitly. Essentially, this fact implies that the solution set are curves in the input signal space which characterize the coordinate axes of the balanced coordinates. Then, consequently, we can obtain the nonlinear balanced realization. In order to characterize the balanced realization, we are interested in characterizing the states (at t = 0) achieving the critical points of ∥H(u)∥/∥u∥. Hence it is natural to restrict our problem (20) to a subset ImC † of the input signal space U since its elements have one-to-one correspondence to those of the state space X. Therefore we will solve Equation (20) with u ∈ Im C † (21) in what follows. Let us define the solutions for u in the above equations (20) and (21) by v. We call investigation of the solution v and λ for the above equations singular value analysis of H. Singular value analysis proposed here was called "differential eigenstructure of Hankel operators" in the authors former paper [6] . It should be noted that the singular vector v is an eigenvector of the operator (dH(u)) * • H(u). The vector v is a singular vector and the corresponding scalar σ defined by
is called a singular value of H. See [3] for the details of singular value analysis of nonlinear operators. Furthermore, it also follows from Equation (19) that the critical points of
with the singular value σ as defined in Equation (22) . Namely, λ in Equation (20) coincides with the square of the singular value σ 2 at the critical points of ∥H(u)∥/∥u∥ without constraint.
Nonlinear input-normal realization
This section briefly reviews the authors' preliminary results on input-normal/output-diagonal realizations for time-invariant input-affine nonlinear systems reported in [6] . Consider a smooth input-affine nonlinear system Σ u → y = Σ(u) :
with x(t) ∈ R n , u(t) ∈ R m and y(t) ∈ R r , with x = 0 and equilibrium point for u = 0. We introduce the following technical assumptions in order to state the main results of [6] . Assumption B1 Suppose that the system Σ in Equation (25) is asymptotically stable about the origin, that there exist a neighborhood of the origin where the operators O, C and C † exist and are smooth. Assumption B2 Suppose that the Hankel singular values of the Jacobian linearization of the system Σ around x = 0 are nonzero and distinct.
The nonlinear state-space developments of [24] give an input-normal/output-diagonal form of system (25) as follows.
Theorem 2 [24] Consider the operator Σ with the asymptotically stable state-space realization (25) 
with τ 1 (z) ≥ . . . ≥ τ n (z) being the so called smooth singular value functions on W .
The above input-normal/output-diagonal realization is important for what follows. However, this result is incomplete in the sense that the properties (i) and (ii) explained below the equation (3) are not exactly fulfilled as explained in Section 4. Indeed this realization and the functions τ i 's are not unique [10] and, consequently, the corresponding model reduction procedure gives different reduced models according to the choices of different sets of singular value functions. In [6] this issue is tackled by considering the relation with the Hankel operator, and a more precise input-output characterization for the input-normal/output-diagonal realization is given.
The Hankel operator for the system (5) is given as in Example 1 where we restrict the plant system to be input-affine. Instead of considering the eigenstructure of H * • H as in the linear case given in Theorem 1, the solution pair λ ∈ R and v ∈ L 2 (R + ) of the singular value analysis of H characterized by Equations (20) and (21) is considered. Using the latter singular value analysis we have the following result.
Theorem 3 [6] Consider the Hankel operator H in Equation (4). Suppose that Assumptions B1 and B2 hold. Then there exists a neighborhood
holds for all s ∈ S 0 and all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} and such that there exist n distinct smooth curves
ds .
In particular, if
Here the parameter c in Equation (18) is given by c = |s| with scalar parameter s parameterizing the solutions in the theorem. Furthermore, based on the above theorem, a more precise version of the input-normal/output-diagonal realization was derived.
Theorem 4 [6] (Theorem 8)
Consider the operator Σ with the state-space realization (25) . Suppose that Assumptions B1 and B2 hold. Then there exist a neighborhood W of 0 and a coordinate transformation x = Φ(z) on W converting the system an input-normal form (26) and (27) satisfying the following properties.
holds for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} on W . Furthermore
holds for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. In particular, if W = R n , then
By this theorem, we can obtain an input-normal/output-diagonal realization which has a close relationship to the Hankel operator. In fact, this theorem gives the nonlinear version of the property (i) explained below Equation (3). However, the nonlinear version of characterization (ii) was not obtained so far. This is one of the problems considered in the remainder of the present paper. It is also noted that Theorems 3 and 4 are only for continuous-time input-affine nonlinear systems and their proofs given in [6] are quite long. In the following section, we derive the result for a wider class of (finite dimensional) nonlinear systems, with a much simpler proof based on the analysis of Hankel operator H.
Singular value analysis and observability and controllability functions
The objective of this section is to relate the singular value analysis of the Hankel operator H of Equations (20) and (21) for a general class of nonlinear systems to the controllability and observability operator independent of the state space representation. In this section we extend the result of Lemma 4 of [6] to the general class of finite or infinite, continuous or discrete time nonlinear systems. In the same time, the extension provides a new, briefer, and more elegant proof than in [6] for the existing result for finite dimensional, continuous time, input affine systems given by Theorem 4 in this paper. Let us consider a system with an input signal space U , an output signal space Y and a statespace X with the controllability and observability operators C : U → X and O : X → Y . The Hankel operator H is defined by Equation (4).
Assumption A1 the operators
Under this assumption, we can obtain an alternative characterization of singular value analysis of the Hankel operator on the signal space X, i.e., different from Equation (20) .
Theorem 5 Suppose that Assumption A1 holds. Assume moreover that there exist λ ∈ R and
satisfies Equations (20) and (21), i.e., the equations for singular value analysis of H Proof. As preparation for the proof of the theorem, we need to clarify some properties of the signal space ImC † given in Equation (21) . By Assumption A1, both C and C † exist and are differentiable. Hence the constraint (21) can be characterized by singular value analysis of
with the maximum singular value 1, since
hold for the definition of C † in Equation (10) . Therefore, any elements v ∈ ImC † satisfies the critical points condition without constraint as in Equation (24) with the (maximum) singular
where v is a singular vector. Now we can prove the theorem using Equation (32) . Suppose that there exist λ ∈ R and ξ ∈ X satisfying Equation (29) and define the corresponding input v ∈ U by Equation (30) . Then v is an element of ImC † by its definition so Equation (32) holds with the signal v thus defined. Substituting L o and L c in Equations (9) and (11) for (29) yields
Due to the definition of v,
holds. Substitute this for Equation (33) then we obtain
Then, by further substituting this equation for Equation (32), we have
Since (dC(v)) * is a linear operator, this reduces to
On the other hand, substituting H in Equation (4) for Equation (20) yields
which coincides with Equation (38). Hence the input v defined by Equation (30) satisfies the equation for singular value analysis (20) . Also Equation (21) trivially follows from the definition of v in Equation (30) . This proves the theorem. 2
This theorem gives us a sufficient condition for singular value analysis of H characterized in Equations (20) and (21) for a nonlinear system of which the state-space is not specified yet. Condition (29) is easier to check than the Equations (20) and (21), if the dimension of the intermediate state-space X is smaller than that of the input signal space U , e.g., U = L 2 and X = R n .
Note that the corresponding singular value σ defined in Equation (22) is given by
In particular, if we can characterize all ξ i 's of Equation (29) and let σ i 's denote the corresponding singular values, then clearly we can obtain the Hankel norm, which is the gain of the Hankel operator, in the following way.
Example 3 Suppose that our plant system is the linear dynamical system given in Section 2.1. Then Equation (29) yields
with the controllability and observability Gramians P and Q, which is equivalent to
That is, ξ is the eigenvector of P Q and all eigenvectors of P Q form the basis for the balanced realization, i.e., after the balancing transformation the eigenvectors are transformed into the new coordinate axes of the system.Furthermore, λ = σ 2 , where the σ's are the Hankel singular values.
Example 4 Suppose that our plant system is the dynamical system given in Example 1 or 2. Then the solution of singular value analysis of the corresponding Hankel operator can be characterized by an algebraic equation
In comparison to the linear case mentioned above in Example 3, the set of ξ ′ s plays the role of the eigenvectors, and thus they can be viewed as the axes of the balanced coordinates.
Note that we do not require any state-space realization of the operators here. Hence, Theorem 5 is applicable to very general nonlinear systems including both continuous and discrete time, finite and infinite dimensional, and input-affine and input-non-affine dynamical systems.
Balanced realization
We now study balanced realizations based on the solutions of Equation (29), that is, balanced realizations whose coordinate axes coincide with the ξ's are investigated. The result on the singular value analysis of Hankel operators given in Theorem 5 holds with any nonlinear system such as continuous-time and discrete-time systems. This allows one to obtain the balanced realization of both continuous-time and discrete-time input-non-affine nonlinear systems. Here, we first extend the input-normal/output-diagonal balancing procedure given in Section 2 to more general systems, and then we study balanced realizations based on the latter extended procedure. We now do restrict ourselves to systems with a finite dimensional state-space.
Input-normal/output-diagonal balancing
In order to generalize Theorem 3 and 4 to general systems with finite dimensional state-space, we need to employ the following assumption.
2 )(0) are positive definite and that the eigenvalues of ((
Under Assumption A2, we can prove the existence of n independent solutions ξ i 's of Equation (29) (or (40)).
Theorem 6
Consider a nonlinear system with a Hankel operator H in Equation (4) . Suppose that Assumptions A1 and A2 hold. Then the same statements as in Theorem 3 hold.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3 does not use a specific state-space realization of the plant and it only depends on Assumption B2, which can trivially be replaced by Assumption A2. This proves the theorem.
2
This result can be used for input-normal balanced realization for both continuous-time and discrete-time nonlinear systems as follows.
Theorem 7 Consider a nonlinear system with a Hankel operator H in Equation (4). Suppose that Assumptions A1 and A2 hold. Then the same statements as in Theorem 4 hold.
Proof. The proof follows the same line as the proof of Theorem 5.
Hence, if we assume that the system has a finite-dimensional state-space, then the inputnormal/output-diagonalization procedure given in Theorems 6 and 7 is applicable to the finitedimensional continuous and discrete time state-space systems as given in Examples 1 and 2. Note that, in contrast to the long, and less elegant proofs of the continuous time result in [6] , now we do not require explicit descriptions of the dynamics of the system.
Balanced realization
So far, we have focused on extending results from [6] to a more general class of systems. The obtained input-normal/output-diagonal representation fulfills item (i) given below Equation (3). However, item (ii) given below Equation (3) is not fulfilled. For a truly balanced realization, item (ii) should also be fulfilled. In this section we propose a new truly balanced realization in the sense that item (ii) is also fulfilled. The proposed realization clarifies the input-to-state and state-to-output behavior of nonlinear dynamical systems, i.e., the relationship given in the item (ii) below Equation (3). We first obtain a new input-normal/output-diagonal form for a 2-dimensional system. The latter form plays a key role for obtaining a balanced form for a finite dimensional systems of order n. (4) 
Lemma 1 Consider a nonlinear system with a Hankel operator H in Equation
Proof. Since the proof is long and technical, we refer to Appendix. 2
Using this lemma recursively and repeatedly along similar lines as the proof of Theorem 8 in [6] , a new input-normal/output-diagonal realization can be obtained. In the new realization, all the coordinate axes of the state-space appear decoupled in the observability and controllability functions. (4) . Suppose that Assumptions A1 and A2 hold. Then there exist a neighborhood W ⊂ X of the origin and a coordinate transformation x = Φ(z) on W converting the system into the following form
Theorem 8 Consider a nonlinear operator with a Hankel operator H in Equation
In particular, if W = X, then
Proof. See Appendix.
Example 5
Let us take an example from [6] . Consider a nonlinear system {ẋ
with
It is shown in [6] that this system is balanced in the sense of Theorems 4 and 7, that is, its controllability and observability functions L c (x) and
They satisfy the relationship (28) . Since the dimension of the system is 2, the coordinate transformation obtaining the input-normal form characterized in Theorem 8 is given by x = Θ −1 •Ψ•Θ(z) in the proof of Lemma 1. In order to compute it explicitly, we employ the Taylor series approximation up to the 5-th order in a similar way to [8] . First of all, it follows from Theorems 4 and 7 that the singular value functions σ i (·)'s are given by
Therefore, the balanced realization with the state z in Theorem 8 should have the following controllability and observability functions
Substituting Equations (44)- (49) for Equations (50) and (51), we obtain a pair of equations for the coordinate function Φ(z) = (ϕ 1 (z), ϕ 2 (z)) as follows.
Solve the above equations for ϕ 1 (z) and ϕ 2 (z) with the Taylor series approximation up to the order 5, we obtain the following solution
The transformed system is described in the coordinate z by
witĥ
It is easy to verify that this system has the controllability and observability functions (50) and (51), that is, it is balanced in the sense of Theorem 8.
Once we obtain the observability and controllability functions which are decoupled on the coordinate axes, it is easy to obtain the balanced realization, i.e., a realization with a balance between the input-to-state behavior and the state-to-output behavior.
Theorem 9 Consider a nonlinear system with a Hankel operator H in (4). Suppose that Assumptions A1 and A2 hold. Then there exist a neighborhood W of the origin and a coordinate transformation x =Φ(z) on W converting the system into the following form
Proof. First of all, let us apply the coordinate transformation of Theorem 8 to obtain the z coordinate. Next we apply another coordinate transformation
to this system. Then we obtain a state space realization with the controllability and observability functions as in Equations (53) and (54) with
which proves the theorem.
We call the state-space realization described in the new coordinates z in Theorem 9 a balanced realization of the given nonlinear system. In fact, the controllability and observability functions can be rewritten as
which are very similar to those of the linear balanced realization (3). The coordinates could now be called "uncorrelated", a terminology that was previously used in e.g., [4, 28] . The functionsσ i 's and σ i 's have the same value, and are the singular values of the Hankel operator H. Furthermore, it is easily seen that for all realizations given in Corollary 7 and Theorems 8 and 9, the singular value functions are uniquely determined, even though the coordinates themselves are not necessarily uniquely obtained.
Example 6
Consider the system (52) in Example 5. Let us compute the coordinate transformation z = Φ −1 •Φ(z) and the singular value functionsσ i (z i )'s according to the proof of Theorem 9. The solutions are obtained as follows.
This transformation converts the system (52) into the following form. This system has the controllability and observability functions
of the form (53) and (54), that is, it is balanced in the sense of Theorem 9.
Model order reduction
In this section we propose balanced truncation and singular perturbation model order reduction procedures based on the balanced realizations given in the previous section, which is applicable to continuous-time and discrete-time nonlinear systems, respectively. It is shown that the proposed procedures result in reduced order models that preserve the balanced form and stability We consider the plant systems as given in Examples 1 and 2.
Model order reduction for continuous-time systems
Consider the smooth time-invariant version of the continuous-time nonlinear system of Example 1 Σ :
with asymptotically stable equilibrium point x = 0 for u = 0, and with the Hankel operator H as defined in Example 1. Suppose that Assumptions A1 and A2 hold and that we already have the coordinate transformation z = Φ(x) for one of the realizations obtained in either Theorem 7, Theorem 8 or Theorem 9. Note that all of those realizations are obtained under Assumptions A1 and A2. In the new coordinates z, the system can be described as follows.
Here the system functions f z and h z , and the controllability and observability functions L z c and L z o in the coordinate z are described by
The singular value functions σ i (z i )'s are in order
in a neighborhood of the origin. Now let us consider the case where
holds for a certain k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then the state components z 1 , . . . , z k are more important in terms of the Hankel operator than z k+1 , . . . , z n due to the ordering of the singular value functions σ i 's, i.e., z 1 , . . . , z k cost less control energy to be reached asymptotically, and generate more output energy than z k+1 , . . . , z n . Divide the coordinates into two parts corresponding to the division (62) as
Next, divide the system Σ into two subsystems by balanced truncation (i.e., by setting either parts of the coordinates equal to zero) accordingly as follows
Let H a and H b denote the Hankel operators related to the divided state-space systems (67) and b , respectively. Then we obtain the following properties, similar to the balanced truncation results for linear systems, [22, 9, 32] .
Theorem 10 Consider a continuous-time nonlinear system Σ in Equation (56) with a Hankel operator H. Suppose that Assumptions A1 and A2 hold and obtain a balanced realization on the neighborhood W as in Theorem 7 (or Theorem 8 or Theorem 9). Then the controllability and observability functions for the reduced order systems satisfy
and the singular value functions of the reduced systems satisfy 
Proof. First of all, for all realizations in Theorem 7, (Theorem 8 or Theorem 9, we have the following property.
As in Equation (15) (see [24] for the detail), the observability function L z o of the system Σ in the coordinate z is given by a solution of a Lyapunov equation
Substituting z = (z a , 0) for this equation, we obtain (6) and (8), it can be observed that L z c (z) can be obtained by solving a Hamilton-Jacobi equation
which is related to the optimal control problem in Equation (8) (see Equation (14) in the inputaffine case). Here u ⋆ (z) is the solution of
The existence and smoothness of C † in Assumption A1 implies the existence of the solution u = u ⋆ (z) here. Substituting z = (z a , 0) for Equation (78) yields (77), we obtain • This model reduction procedure derives balanced reduced order models.
• Singular value functions are preserved and, in particular, the gain of the related Hankel operator (which is called Hankel norm) is preserved.
• Since the controllability and observability functions are preserved, properties related to these functions, such as stability, etc., [24, 25] , of the original system are preserved.
These properties are natural nonlinear generalization of the linear case result [20] , relating the Hankel theory to state-space balanced realizations, and truncation. Thus, these results are far more general than the state-space balanced realization and truncation presented in [24] .
Example 7
The three systems (43), (52) and (55) are all balanced in the sense of Theorems 4 and 7. Therefore, we can apply the balanced truncation procedure stated in Theorem 10 to them.
As an example, it is applied to the first one (43). Note that it also works for the other systems (52) and (55) in the same way. Since the dimension of the original system (43) is 2, the dimension of the reduced order model should be k = 1. Then we obtain the following 1 dimensional system
The controllability, observability and the Hankel singular value functions for this system can be computed as follows.
which confirms the outcome of Theorem 10.
Model order reduction for discrete-time systems
This section proposes model order reduction based in the balanced representation of Section 4 for discrete-time nonlinear systems. Consider the time-invariant version of the discrete-time nonlinear system of Example 2 Σ :
with asymptotically stable equilibrium point x = 0 for u = 0, and with the Hankel operator H as defined in Example 2. As in the example, we suppose that the x(t + 1) = f (x(t), u(t)) is invertible with respect to x(t), that is, there exists a function f −1 satisfying
As a preparation for the model order reduction for discrete-time systems, we need to characterize the observability and controllability functions L o (x) and L c (x) by algebraic equations which are similar to the Hamilton-Jacobi equations in the continuous-time case. We introduce a modified version of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.4 in [17] .
Lemma 2
Suppose that x = 0 of the system
is asymptotically stable. Then the observability function L o (x) in Equation (9) 
exists if and only ifĽ
Proof. Necessity is proved first. Suppose that the observability function L o (x) exists. Then the definition of the observability function (9) implies that
This equation has to hold for an arbitrary initial state x(0), that is, it satisfies Equation (80) witȟ
This proves necessity. Next, sufficiency is proved. Suppose that Equation (80) has a smooth solutionĽ o (x). Using a notation F (x) := f (x, 0), Equation (80) implies thať
The last equation holds because the system x(t+1) = F (x(t)) is asymptotically stable and becausě L o (0) = 0. This completes the proof. 2
This result is a natural nonlinear generalization of the linear case result. In the linear case, the dynamics (25) is given by Σ :
with A, B, C and D of appropriate size. Then the observability function is quadratic, i.e.,
Equation (80) reduces down to the following Lyapunov equation
where Q d is the observability Gramian of the linear discrete time system. A similar result for the controllability function is obtained as follows. Let us consider an optimal control problem minimizing a cost function
for the dynamics of C
Let us denote the input u achieving the minimization in Equation (82) by u(t) = u ⋆ (x(t + 1)) which depends on x(t + 1) since this is an optimal control problem with respect to the reverse time. Then the dynamics of
which reduces to
. Now a modified version of Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.5 in [17] is given as follows.
Lemma 3
Suppose that x = 0 of the feedback system
is asymptotically stable. Then a controllability function L c (x) in Equation (8) 
exists if and only if
Proof. This lemma can be proved as a corollary of Lemma 2 by substituting
These results are also natural generalization of the continuous-time Lyapunov/Hamilton-Jacobi equations (80) and (83) that characterize the observability and controllability functions.
The characterization of the discrete-time observability and controllability function in the above two lemmas are useful for model order reduction. However, performing balanced truncation as in the continuous time case will not result in reduced order systems that preserve the balanced realization properties. A way to circumvent this, is by considering singular perturbation model reduction based on the balanced representation, similar to the linear case, e.g., [13, 15] . As in the previous section, let us now suppose that Assumptions A1 and A2 hold and that we already have the coordinate transformation z = Φ(x) on the neighborhood W for one of the realizations obtained in Theorems 8 and 9.
Consider the system Σ in Equation (25) and suppose that the system is balanced in the sense of Theorems 8 or 9. The original dynamics can be described in the z coordinates as follows.
Σ :
Here the system functions f z and h z , and the controllability and observability functions L 
As in the continuous-time case, suppose that the singular value functions are in order as in Equations (61) and (62) and divide the state-space as in Equations (63)-(66). Then, accordingly, we obtain two reduced order systems by a singular perturbation method
.
Here we suppose that
has a unique solution
which describes the stationary state of the subsystem (85) for a given input (z b , u). We also assume that the equation
describing the stationary state of the subsystem (87) for a given input (z a , u). Note that simple sufficient conditions for the existence of the functionsf a andf b are
respectively. Then we obtain explicit forms
withf
by substituting Equations (86) and (88) for Σ in Equation (84). For these reduced order systems, we can prove the following properties.
Theorem 11
Consider a discrete-time nonlinear system Σ in Equation (79) 
and the singular value functions of the reduced systems satisfy Proof. First of all, since the system is balanced in the sense of Theorem 8 or Theorem 9, the controllability and observability function can be separated as
On the other hand, Equations (85)- (88) imply that
Let us substitute Equation (88) for Equation (80) in Lemma 2. Then we obtain
Here the third equation follows from Equation (91), and the last equation follows from Equations (92) and (93). Then Lemma 2 implies thatĽ
is the observability function of the system Σ a . Further, it is easily seen thatĽ
is the observability function of Σ b by substituting Equation (86).
In a similar way, as in the proof of Lemma 3, by identifying C † with O, we can prove that the controllability function is divided as
which proves the former part of the theorem. The latter part follows as in the proof of Theorem 10. This completes the proof. 2
This theorem is a discrete-time counterpart of the continuous-time result in Theorem 10, although we use a singular perturbation reduction procedure. It is proved that this model order reduction procedure preserves the controllability and observability functions and their properties.
Conclusion
In this paper, singular value analysis of Hankel operators for both continuous-time and discretetime, finite and infinite dimensional nonlinear systems has been discussed. Singular value analysis of operators clarifies the gain structure of a given operator. Here it is proved that this structure of smooth Hankel operators of general nonlinear systems can be characterized by a simple equation in terms of the state. This result can be utilized for balanced realization and model order reduction for finite dimensional continuous-time and discrete-time input-non-affine nonlinear systems. Furthermore, we have derived a precise balanced realization for nonlinear systems whereas the existing approach only gave an input-normal realization. Moreover, based on the proposed balanced realization for general nonlinear systems, model order reduction procedures for both continuoustime and discrete-time systems are derived. In these methods, several important properties of the original system such as stability, controllability, observability and the gain property are preserved.
Appendix Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. First the system is brought in the form of Theorem 7 on the coordinate x, that is,
LetL o (z) denote the balanced observability function, that is,
What we have to prove is the existence of a coordinate transformation x = Φ(z) converting L c (x) and L o (x) in the above equations into L c (z) andL o (z). Hence the coordinate transformation x = Φ(z) is a solution of the following equations.
Now define the polar coordinates
Then Equations (100) and (101) can be converted into the polar coordinates as
If we can find a smooth solution θ = Ψ(φ), then the coordinate transformation x = Φ(z) can be obtained by
In what follows, we will prove the existence of a smooth coordinate transformation θ = Ψ(φ). Note that the equation (102) 
Then the function Ψ is obtained by s, φ 1 ) ) .
Here we will prove the existence and invertibility of a scalar function θ 1 = ψ(s, φ 1 ) for any fixed (small enough) s. The derivative of F o in Equation (104) with respect to θ 1 and φ 1 can be calculated as
The relationship (99) and Lemma 2.1 in [18] imply that there exist smooth scalar functions
which reduce (105) and (106) into
The functions ℓ i 's andl i 's coincide at the origin with the Hankel singular values σ i 's of the Jacobian linearization of the system, i.e.,
. Assumption A2 guarantees that there exists a neighborhood of the origin where ℓ 1 (x) > ℓ 2 (x),l 1 (z 1 ) > ℓ 2 (z 2 ) hold. Hence Equations (107) and (108) imply
hold in the neighborhood of the origin. On the other hand, Equations (96), (97) and (98) imply
That is, the coordinate transformation x = Φ(z) (and θ = Ψ(φ) also) has to coincide with the identity on the axes x = (x 1 , 0) and x = (0, x 2 ). Let us consider the following map 
Therefore the invertibility of the mapping Ψ is implied by proving ∂ψ/∂φ 1 (or ∂θ 1 /∂φ 1 ) is not zero. Here the implicit function theorem implies
But this is indefinite at φ 1 = 0 (θ 1 = 0). Using l'Hospital's theorem, we can obtain
Therefore we have
since ∂θ 1 /∂φ 1 is nonnegative. This limit exists and takes a positive value for small enough s sincẽ ℓ i (0) = ℓ i (0, 0) = σ 
Proof of Theorem 8
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1, it is assumed without loss of generality that the system is already balanced in the sense of Theorem 7 on the coordinate x. The theorem is proved by induction with respect to the dimension n. First of all, let us apply the theorem to the system restricted to the subspace {x | x k = 0}. The theorem in the case n = k−1 (assumed above) implies that there exists a coordinate transformatioň
As in the proof of Lemma 1, in order to construct a coordinate transformation preserving the input-normal form, let us define the generalized polar coordinate .
It is readily observed that Ψ k (φ k ) =Ψ k (φ k ). Furthermore, a coordinate transformation on R k can be constructed by x = Φ k (ξ) := R(Ψ k (φ), φ)ξ = R(Ψ k • Θ(ξ), Θ(ξ))ξ which is defined on a neighborhood of the origin. By its construction this coordinate transformation x = Φ k (ξ) satisfies
without losing the properties achieved in Theorem 7.
Next let us construct a coordinate transformation ξ = Φ k−1 (ζ) which achieves the balanced realization in the subspace {ξ | ξ k−1 = 0}, that is,
Since the subspace {ξ | ξ k−1 = ξ k = 0} is already balanced in the sense that (112) already holds, Φ k can be chosen in such a way that it coincides with the identity on {ζ | ζ k−1 = ζ k = 0}. This fact reveals that the following property also holds.
Furthermore, since the coordinate transformations constructed here preserves the properties in Theorem 7, we have 
Now let us define a virtual controllability and observability functions of ζ k−1 and ζ k by regarding the other variables ζ i 's (i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 2) as constants
Note that, due to the relationships (113), (114) and (118), this function satisfies the following properties at least in a neighborhood of the origin for any ζ i 's (i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 2).
The properties (115)-(118) implies that these functions are already balanced in the sense of Theorem 7. Therefore, application of Lemma 1 to this pair of functions on the state-space (ζ k−1 , ζ k ) proves the existence of a coordinate transformation (ζ k−1 , ζ k ) =φ(ζ k−1 ,ζ k ) (which also depends on ζ i 's (i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 2)) satisfyinḡ 
